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HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY 

 
 

Introduction 
 

The Governing Body of Hayesfield Girls’ School are responsible for the health, safety, and welfare 
of all staff, pupils, site users and other persons for whom it has responsibility. This is an explicit 
requirement of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, confirmed in subsequent legislation 
enacted under that legislation.  
 
Statement of Intent 
 
The Governors and management of Hayesfield Girls School are committed to the provision of a 
safe and healthy environment for all users of the School. 
 
They are achieving this commitment through an organised, well informed and proactive approach 
to all health, safety and welfare related issues. All activities are planned and executed with a 
systematic approach which includes to four key areas; personnel, policies/procedures, actions and 
awareness. 
 
Aims of the Policy 
 
The aims of this policy are:  
 

 To provide a safe and healthy working and learning environment for staff, pupils and visitors 

 To encourage the adoption of safe methods of work and good practice by every member of 
the School 

 To increase awareness of how the acts and omissions of individuals may increase risk to 
themselves and others 

 
Objectives of the Policy                                                                                                                                        
 
The objectives of the policy in relation to the health, safety and welfare of the site users are: 
 

 To define the accountability and responsibility of all members of the school 

 To provide a framework for staff consultation and feedback 

 To ensure that Health & safety issues are acted upon in a timely and appropriate manner 

 To establish the processes by which the requirements of legislation are implemented and then 
maintained in school 

 To establish an enabling policy through which specific issues relating to the health and safety 
of site users are reviewed and addressed. 

 To raise general Health & safety awareness throughout the school 
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Organisation for implementing the policy 
 
 
The Governing Body 
 
            The Governing body is responsible for: 
 

 Ensuring a safe and healthy workplace for all employees and visitors to the site whatever their 
role 

 Creating and Monitoring a management structure 

 Ensuring that staff are competent to carry out their duties and meet their Health & safety 
responsibilities, and providing adequate training for employees as defined by statute 

 Ensuring that issues relating to Health & Safety of all site users are properly managed 

 Allocating sufficient resources to ensure that the school meets all legislative requirements 

 Ensuring a system of risk assessment is in place and necessary controls implemented 

 Setting Health and Safety objectives and performance standards for the school 

 Periodically assessing the effectiveness of the schools health and safety policies against set 
standards 

 Encouraging  a proactive approach to health and safety in members of the school 
 
Head teacher: 
 
            The Head teacher is responsible for; 
 

 

 Ensuring the health safety and welfare of all staff, students and others using the site and its 
facilities 

 Providing a recognised management  structure within which health and safety issues are 
managed 

 Providing appropriate health & safety training for all staff 

 Providing adequate resources to ensure compliance with legislative requirements 

 Preparing an emergency plan covering all foreseeable major incidents 

 Ensuring that safe working practices are used to minimise risk; implementing new or changed 
practices where appropriate 

 Ensuring that defects and damage to the site, premises, plant and equipment are, properly and 
promptly, identified and remedied in order to provide safe working conditions 

 Consulting with staff on health and safety issues; maintaining the health and safety committee 

 Arranging and monitoring a full system of risk assessment of the premises, curriculum and 
school activities 

 Investigating serious accidents or incidents  

 Monitoring first aid provision and its compliance with legislative requirements 

 Encouraging a proactive approach to health and safety in members of the School 

 Interviewing members of the school who consistently fail to consider their own well being or 
the health and safety of other site users and taking appropriate action 
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 Encouraging staff to be proactive in managing pupil attitude and behaviour in relation to 
health and safety 

 
Business Manager 
 

The Business manager is responsible for; 
 

 Allocating resources for the recruiting/hiring and/or training of staff, consultants, contractors, 
etc, as necessary for implementing the Health and Safety policies of the School 

 With the Estates Manager, providing the resources for remedial work when unsafe conditions 
are reported or created by use, misuse or abuse 

 Planning for future remedial work where future Health and Safety risks can be foreseen 

 Managing the premises to comply with current legislative requirements 

 Ensuring that outside users of the School (such as regular letters or ad hoc hirers) are aware of 
their duties and responsibilities under this policy 

 Encouraging a proactive approach to health and safety in members of the School 

 Encouraging staff to be proactive in managing student attitude and behaviour in relation to 
health and safety 

 Overseeing the preparation and maintenance of an emergency plan covering all foreseeable 
major incidents, from both natural and human causes. 

 Arranging and monitoring a full system of risk assessment of the premises, curriculum and 
School activities 

 
Estates Manager 
             The Estates manager is responsible for; 
 

 Implementing whole site measures to ensure compliance with statutory requirements 

 Day to day maintenance and development of a safe environment for all members of staff, and 
visitors to the School 

 With the Business Manager, providing the resources for remedial work when unsafe conditions 
are reported or created by use, misuse or abuse 

 Reporting to the leadership team when procedural failures increase risk 

 Reporting to the leadership team when unsafe conditions cannot be rectified immediately 

 Monitoring first aid provision and its compliance with legislative requirements 

 Monitoring other users of the site and campus to ensure that activities do not compromise the 
health and safety of the School and its members 

 Ensuring that hirers, contractors and others carry out their activities in a safe and proper 
manner and their acts and omissions do not compromise the safety of the School 

 Acting to protect the School and its members if hirers or contractors fail to work in a safe and 
proper manner  

 Recording, investigating and reporting incidents and accidents 

 Ensuring the proper recording and filing of Health and Safety information so that it is readily 
available to internal and external users. 

 Providing equipment, facilities and services to promote health and safety awareness 
throughout the School 

 Encouraging a proactive approach to health and safety in members of the School 
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 Encouraging staff to be proactive in managing student attitude and behaviour in relation to 
health and safety 

 Providing protective equipment and clothing 

 Consulting with staff and any Union appointed safety representatives on health and safety 
issues 

 Organising and Chairing regular meetings of the Health and Safety Committee. 
 
 
Heads of Faculty / Department/ Teaching & Support Staff: The following requirement listed 
below includes both the teaching and the support staff. 
 
 

Within the scope of this policy, Heads of Faculty / Department are responsible for: 
 

 Day to day maintenance and development of a safe environment for all members of, and 
visitors to, their faculty or their  area of responsibility 

 Ensuring that all staff (teaching and support) are adequately trained to carry out their duties 
effectively and efficiently 

 Implementing and following whole school health and safety procedures ; reporting when those 
procedures are inadequate 

 Implementing, monitoring and reviewing procedures designed to minimise risk within their 
Faculty/Department 

 Inspecting their Faculty/Department areas of responsibility and reporting unsafe conditions, 
damage and defects to the Estates Manager for remedial action 

 Introducing health and safety as a classroom topic where appropriate 

 Ensure all members of their faculty/department comply with current health and safety 
legislation 

 Implementing, monitoring and reviewing procedures designed to minimise risk with their 
Faculty/ Department 

 Instructing their staff and pupils in safe working procedures 

 Taking all reasonable and practical steps to prevent unauthorised and improper use of 
equipment 

 Ensuring that appropriate personal protective equipment is available for all users within their 
faculty; storing and inspecting the equipment before and after use 

 Ensuring that toxic, flammable and other harmful products are properly used, stored and 
labelled 

 Ensuring that all relevant manufacturer’s instructions (including COSHH) are understood and 
complied with, and are retained within the department. 

 Ensuring that staff who operate, use or instruct in the use of chemicals or machinery, receive 
the appropriate and required training. 

 Ensuring that all statutory notices, placards, regulations and safety signs are displayed as 
appropriate to their workplace. 

 Recording, investigating and reporting accidents and incidents 

 Maintaining records and ensuring the Estates Manager is kept informed of accidents and 
incidents 

 Encourage a proactive approach to health and safety in all members of the school 
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All members of staff: 
 

Within the scope of this policy, all members of the School are responsible for: 
 

 Taking the reasonable care for their own health and safety and for that of any other persons 
who may be affected by their acts or omissions at work and for that of any other persons who 
may be affected by their acts or omissions at work; avoiding conduct that would put them or 
anyone else at risk 

 Cooperating with their employer and their delegated representatives to enable full compliance 
with current health and safety legislation 

  Be proactive in identifying their own training requirements or shortfalls 

 Ensuring that all health and safety regulation, rules, routines and safe working procedures are 
followed by both staff and pupils throughout the school site and throughout the school day 

 Ensuring that all equipment is properly used, together with the appropriate equipment guards 
and personal protective equipment 

 Reporting unsafe conditions or activities, damaged or defective plant, equipment or other 
facility 

 Ensuring that equipment provided for the health and safety of all site users is not misused or 
abused 

 Recording and reporting of accidents or incidents 

 Introducing health and safety as a classroom topic where appropriate 

 Encourage a proactive approach to health and safety in all members of the school 

 Encourage other staff to be proactive in managing student attitude and behaviour in relation 
to health and safety 

 
 
Links to legislation 
 
This policy is instituted in order to comply with the provisions of the Health and Safety at Work Act 
etc. 1974 and all subsequent legislation enacted under that enabling Statute. 
 
All employees have duties under Section 7 of the HSW Act, to ensure they work in ways which are 
safe and without risk to health, both to themselves, other staff and visitors. They must also co-
operate with other people who have health & safety duties, by adhering to advice and instructions  
on health, safety and welfare matters from their supervisors. All staff has a responsibility to report 
unsafe practices, and to be guided in their actions and way of working both by legislation and 
common sense. 
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Arrangements for Implementing the Policy 
 
Health & Safety Committee 

1. The Health and Safety Committee is chaired by the Estates Manager and will comprise of 
one representative from each of the following groups appointed annually: 

 
Senior Leadership Team   Science Faculty 
D&T Faculty                                      Non-Teaching Staff 
PE Faculty                           Caretaking Staff 
Performing Arts Faculty                                  English Faculty 
Maths Faculty                   Trade union representative 

            Foreign Languages Faculty                             Other faculty representative 
  
2. The Committee will meet at least once a term; the minutes of each meeting will be 
            distributed to each representative for distribution within their faculty/Dept. and made  
            available to all members of staff electronically. Minutes will be discussed at the next  
            meeting of Governors Business Development Committee.   
 
The Role of the Committee 

1. Review and amend if necessary, all policies that relate to the health and safety of site 
users; submit those policies to the formal review procedure 

2. Review new health and safety legislation and consider the impact of that legislation on 
school policies; revise school health and safety and/or other policies as necessary to reflect 
the statutory position at the current time. 

3. Identify health and safety issues relating to the condition of the site and submit proposals 
to resolve them to the Leadership Team 

4.  Identify health and safety issues relating to the behaviour of site users and submit 
proposals to resolve them to the Leadership Team 

5. Monitor the progress and implementation of the proposals and review 
6. Review all accidents to site users; investigate all reportable accidents; report the finding to 

the Leadership Team 
 
Subsidiary Policies 

1. Any issue touching on the health and safety of site users must be reviewed by the Health 
and Safety Committee and may become the subject of a subsidiary policy under this 
primary Health and Safety Policy 

2. The Health and Safety Committee will initiate the draft of any new policies under this 
‘umbrella’ policy and ensure that the draft follows the full authorisation process 

3. All subsidiary policies will be listed in Appendix 1 
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Changes to the Policy 
 
Changes to this policy can only be initiated by the Health and Safety Committee or the Leadership 
Team. All changes and amendments are subject to the authorisation of the Governing Body. 
 
 
Appendix 1 
 
Index of Subsidiary Policies 
 

 Fire Precautions and Safety 

 Staff Induction and Training 

 Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 

 Use of the premises out of School Hours 

 Contractors on Site 

 Out of School and Visits Trips Procedures 

 Transport 

 Emergency Procedures 

  Intruders on site 

 Health 
First Aid 
Administration of Medicines 
Asthma 

 Portable Appliance Testing 

 Plant, Machinery / Equipment 

 Management of Display Screen Equipment (DSE). 

 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and Clothing. 

 Noise and Vibration 

 Traffic Management 

 Child Protection 

 National Standards 

 Legionella 

 Asbestos Management 

 CCTV 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
1.1        Fire Precautions and Safety 
 
1.1.1  Evacuation Procedures 
 The alarm for the evacuation of the premises is a continuous siren and red flashing lights. 
 Whenever the alarm sounds the building must be evacuated. Practice evacuations of 
 buildings on each site will be carried out and recorded on a termly basis. 
 
 Evacuation routes and assembly places will be displayed in all rooms, including offices. 
            Reference should be made to the Fire Evacuation procedures available on the ‘W’ drive       
            and included in the staff handbook. Fire marshals shall be responsible for the overall          
            fire evacuation procedure. 
  
 All visitors must be escorted to the assembly point and checked against the visitors in the 
 signing in book. 
 

The Office staff will take all registers, signing in/out books and medical room books to the 
assembly point. One member of the office staff will check the medical room. One member 
of the caretaking staff (if available and on duty, otherwise a nominated person) will go to 
the front entrance of the building (if safe to do so) to stop anyone entering the building. 
 
Provisional – 6th Form registers are to be made available for students who are located 
within the individual buildings – this procedure is under discussion 

 
1.1.2 Checking Procedures 
 Students will line up in tutor groups in alphabetical order. If the Tutor is on site they will 
 check their own group. If the tutor is not present the office staff will issue registers to staff 
 teaching on site. 
 
 Once registers have been checked they are returned to the office with details of students  
            not accounted for. These details are then passed to the senior member of SLT present. 
 
              
  
 Due to the number of students and staff on/off site we cannot guarantee that the buildings 
 are entirely empty. This must be conveyed to the emergency services on their arrival. 
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 No one may re-enter the building until informed by the Fire Marshal or SLT               
 that it is safe to do so. 
 
1.1.3 Testing and Checking Equipment 
 The alarm system should be checked weekly by the caretaking staff using a different call 
 point to activate the alarm. It is tested every 6 months by a suitably qualified fire alarm   
            Engineer.  

Annual testing/checking of fire fighting equipment is carried out by suitably qualified 
contractors. Any equipment found to have been tampered with must be checked and 
replaced if necessary. Visual checks may be made on a monthly basis or during school 
holiday periods. Defective equipment shall be replaced as necessary 

 
1.1.4 Fire Log Books 

These are to be used by the caretaking staff to record all tests carried out.  They are to be 
checked on a monthly basis by the Estates Manager. 

 
1.2  Staff Induction and Training 
 
1.2.1 Staff Induction 
 
 All staff new to the school or new in post will receive a period of induction. The staff   
            responsible for induction are listed in Appendix 2   
     
 All new teaching and support staff receive a copy of the staff handbook which outlines 
 general procedures. Supply teachers receive a condensed version with information  
            relevant to them, this includes a short briefing by the Estates Manager on Health & Safety 
            and fire evacuation procedures. 
 
 The staff handbook is available under ‘J’ drive or on ‘Frog’, and is updated as necessary. It is   
            also issued/available electronically to all staff in September of each year.  
 
 Staff induction meetings are scheduled on the school calendar for new staff starting in 
 September and January. Staff joining us at other times will have a programme planned for 
 their individual needs. 
 
1.2.2 Staff Training 
 
 An analysis of training needs is carried out as part of staff’s annual review and should be 
 identified in the dept/school development plan. 
 

An Assistant Head teacher (CPD) has responsibility for teaching staff’s Continual 
Professional Development and disseminates appropriate information. 
 
The Business Manager has responsibility for support staff’s Continual Professional 
Development and disseminates appropriate information 
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 Individuals are encouraged to seek funds to support their development. 
 
1.3  Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 
 
1.3.1 The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 1994 require that all hazardous 

substances be identified and procedures for the storage, handling, use, control and              
disposal be fully documented. For this purpose 

 A regularly updated register of chemicals must be kept 

 A data sheet for each chemical that outlines the specific hazard, plus storage, handling and 
disposal requirements must be kept 

 The school subscribes to CLEAPPS and follows the guidelines and recommendations 
contained therein. 

 Signage appropriate to the hazards must be displayed on those storage areas 

 Staff must be trained on the handling of such chemicals 
 
1.3.2 COSHH files need to be kept by the following: 
 
 Estates Manager - cleaning and maintenance chemicals, paints adhesives etc. 
 Head of D&T faculty - glues, solvents, paints, fumes, particles 
 Head of Science Faculty - chemicals, radioactive materials, poisonous materials etc. 
 Head of Faculty Performing Arts Faculty - stage make up, face paints, inks, chemicals etc. 
 Head of Photography- photo processing materials, fumes, solvents chemicals etc. 
             
1.4       Use of Premises outside School Hours 
 

      The schools appointed Lettings Manager will have overall responsibility for the suitability,  
      induction and control of persons/groups hiring or using the school facilities for whatever 
      purpose 

 
1.4.1 These instructions will be issued to all who have responsibility for organising events on 
 school premises out of school hours.  It is their responsibility to ensure that all points are 
 complied with. 
 

 The hirer must have adequate insurance for the event (s) taking place. 
 
 No parking of vehicles shall take place in areas identified for emergency vehicles, and 
 outside fire doors. 
 
 All fire exits shall be kept free from obstruction on the inside. 

 
 Suitable arrangements must be made by the hirer for the provision of first aid. 

 
 The hirer must be aware of the location of the nearest accessible telephone, and provide a 
 mobile phone for use in emergencies. 

 
 The premises must be immediately evacuated if the fire alarm sounds.  Persons should 
 assemble at a pre-arranged assembly point and a role call made if appropriate. 
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 The hirer must be aware of all fire exits and has the responsibility to ensure that those  
 attending are informed. 
 
 At all times the hirer must be considerate towards neighbours of the school, and ensure  
      that as far as possible the neighbours are not inconvenienced. 

 
 In the event of the hirer being a member of the school staff, and in the event of a school 
 function, the above points are applicable to the person in charge. 

 
 The individual named on the lettings form will assume responsibility for the above points. 
 

 
1.5  Contractors on Site 
 
1.5.1 At all times the safety of staff and students is paramount.  If instructed to stop work by a 
 member of the teaching or support staff, you must do so. Warning signs should be in place 
 when appropriate and the work area isolated. 
 
       If the required work can only be carried out by you or your staff, by placing yourselves in 
  what you perceive to be a dangerous situation, you must stop work immediately and  
       advise the Estates Manager. 
 
       You are required to have the necessary tools and equipment to enable you to safely carry   
       out the intended work.  If for some reason you need to make use of equipment owned by  
       the school, it is your responsibility to ensure it is safe and appropriate for the work you  
       intend to use it for. It must be returned to the school’s safe keeping in the state borrowed. 
 

       Matters of dispute or query must be directed to the Estates Manager or his representative. 
 

      You are required to have a mobile phone with you if you are working in an area that is not 
 near a fixed telephone. 
 
      A Permit to Work system operates in the school and you should refer to the Estates 
      Manger for guidance for areas requiring such permits 
 
      You are required to provide your own First Aid Kit for emergencies. 

 
      The Estates Manager must be informed of any accident involving you or your employees 
      whilst on site. 

 
      All dangerous items of equipment or hazardous substances or liquids must be safely and  
      securely labelled and stored.  The relevant COSHH instructions should be with you in case 
      of an accident. 
 
      You must sign in and out at the Office and be aware of our Fire alarm routines. 
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      Vehicles must be parked with care, and without causing obstruction. 
 

     The times your work is to be carried out will be agreed with the Estates Manager or his 
     representative, before the work commences.  It may be that the only way the work can be  
     carried out is either first-thing in the morning, or after 3.35pm or at weekends. 

 
     If the school has appointed a professional person to oversee the contact, that person acts as 
     the representative of the Head teacher. 

 
           No radios are permitted on the site. 
           No smoking is permitted on the site or on its immediate boundaries (footpaths etc.).  
           Suitable safety footwear must be worn at all times. Hi visibility jackets and hard hats are    
           available for use where required (contractors are expected to provide their own PPE). 
            
 
 
1.6 
     Out of School Trips and Visits Procedure 
 
           The trips policy and procedure details are included in the staff handbook 
 
1.7    Work Experience 
 
           Work experience placements use the WEX Online recording and vetting service provided  
           by Trident. This service currently covers the H&S requirements of the School 
            
 
1.8  Transport 
         
1.8.1   ALL DRIVERS OF MINIBUSES AND DESIGNATED VEHICLES MUST:   
 

 Hold a current Certificate of Competence to drive a Minibus, when carrying passengers 
(Renewable every three years) 

 

 Declare any changes in their health or driving licence. 
 

 Journeys must be pre-planned to allow sufficient rest periods.  Drivers must be fully fit and 
rested before commencement of long journeys and be mindful of any previous work duties 
that may contribute towards tiredness and fatigue whilst driving.  Depending on prevailing 
circumstances it may be sensible to plan driving periods of 1 or 2 hours only.  A school 
teacher that takes a class all day and then drives in the evening would find continuous 
driving onerous. 

 

 For all journeys over 25 miles a pre-planned route should be left in the school office when 
open or with the person designated as the emergency contact for that particular trip. 

 

 Users of the Minibus must assess the need for passenger supervision, other than the  
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            driver.   A second supervisor should travel in the rear of the bus. 
 

  Only vehicles with forward facing seats are to be used.  Seat belts must be fitted and worn 
by all passengers throughout the journey. 

 

 The user must ensure that the vehicle is currently licensed, permitted and maintained in a 
roadworthy condition. 

 

 The school minibus is operated under a Small Bus Permit – Section 19 Mini Bus permit. This 
allows for a charge to be made to cover running costs.  The permit must be displayed  on 
the windscreen at all times. 

 

 If a Mini bus is hired and driven by staff under the Section 19 Mini Bus permit, a permit 
must be displayed on the hired bus.  We hold 2 permits which are transferable between 
buses that conform to current legislation. 

 
1.8.2   Driver’s Responsibilities 
 

 The driver is responsible for daily assessments of vehicle performance and reliability.  To 
enable the driver to assess the mechanical condition of the vehicle routine checks as listed 
on the vehicle log sheets are to be carried out.  It is the driver who is exposed to  

            prosecution if the vehicle is not roadworthy. 
 

 The driver must report immediately to the Estates Manager any defect likely to infringe the 
             law or affect the vehicle’s safety and roadworthiness.  All defects must be recorded on the  
            vehicle log sheets. 
 

  A driver cannot avoid these responsibilities.  If a vehicle is defective he/she MUST NOT 
take it on the road. 

 

 In addition to the daily checks weekly checks may be carried out by a Caretaker or other  
            nominated person. 

 The use of mobile phones whilst driving is strictly forbidden. 

  Whilst driving the use of IPods or similar devices is forbidden as is the wearing of 
headphones or similar device 

 
1.8.3    Vehicle Loads and Weight Distribution 
 

 Any load carried in or on the minibus must not obstruct any exists or gangways.  Every load  
            carried must be secure to prevent injury or damage to other persons or vehicles. 
 

 Loads on the roof rack must not exceed the height of the cage.  All individual items should 
be secured.  The complete load should be covered with an appropriate sheet firmly 
secured. 

 

 The carriage of animals in any vehicle is forbidden 
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 The gross vehicle weight and/or separate axle loadings shown on the vehicles plate are not 
to be exceeded at any time whether fully laden or part laden. 

 
1.8.4    Road Traffic Accidents 
 

 All road traffic accidents will be dealt with initially in accordance with advice given in the 
        current “Highway Code” and subsequently reported on an insurance accident report. 
 

 In the event of an accident involving a third party the driver should, on no account, make 
any admission of liability; he/she should note the time and place of the accident, what 
happened, state of the road, the weather and any other relevant information.  In particular 
he/she should note the following details: 

 
1. Any personal injuries, to him/herself or third parties; 
2. Damage to vehicles and property; 
3. Identification and insurance particulars of any other vehicles and drivers involved; 
4. Names and addresses of any independent witnesses; 
5. Policy officer or Police station to which the accident was reported 

 
1.8.6.   Maintenance 
 

 The Estates Manager will have overall responsibility to ensure that all  School vehicles are 
roadworthy, regularly serviced, meet the construction regulations and all other relevant 
legislation 

 

 Safety inspections and routine maintenance checks should be carried out at set intervals of  
            either time or mileage, whichever comes first.  The following items should be inspected: 
            wheels, tyres, breaks, steering, suspension and lighting.  The “Owner’s Manual” will be set 
            the minimum recommended maintenance checks advised by the manufacturer. 
 

 Vehicle Safety inspections are additional to a routine maintenance check and both should 
be undertaken.  Under no circumstances should vehicle safety inspections be at longer 
intervals than the manufacturer’s recommended routine maintenance checks. 

 

 Maintenance must be carried out by a skilled vehicle mechanic at a recognised dealership. 
 

 Any vehicle declared unfit for use by a skilled mechanic must not be used until remedial 
work has been completed. 

 
1.8.7   Testing of Minibuses 
 

 All minibuses must be Department of Transport tested annually form the end of their first 
year of registration. 

 

 Vehicles with 13 to 16 seated passengers required a Class IV test which can only be carried 
out by Department of Transport LGV testing stations.  The Estates Manager is responsible 
for ensuring that these are carried out. 
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1.9     Emergency Procedures 
 
 1.9.1 ICT 
 
           It is essential that all data for both the Administration and Curricular networks is backed up 
          daily and stored on the opposite site to the server. The ICT manager is responsible to ensure  
          this happens daily. 
 
 1.9.2 Buildings 
 
         The Business Continuity Policy is available for each site and held by members of the  
         Senior Leadership Team. These contain: 
 

 Emergency contacts for senior staff, service providers, and appropriate contractors. 

 Gas, Electricity and Water isolation points 

 Burglar and Fire alarm contacts 

 Location of Keys 
 
         Should any site become unusable as a result of an emergency all administrative functions of  
         the school can be carried out on an alternative site, providing the main ICT server is  
         functional. 
 
1.9.3 School Closure in an Emergency 
 
        The school will only close if we are not able to function effectively which could result in the 
        health and safety of pupils or staff being put at risk. The decision to close rests with the  
        Head teacher or Deputy if she is not contactable, in consultation with the Chair of Governors. 
 
        If a decision to close or not open is taken the media must be informed so that the wider  
        community know. 
 
        It is essential that pupils are not put at risk if parents cannot be contacted. Arrangements will  
         be made for their supervision during normal school hours. 
 
1.9.4 Serious Emergency Involving Pupil(s) or Staff 
 
        This could involve a serious injury or even death. Emergency assistance must be sent for 
        immediately. The scene, if appropriate, must be secured and nothing touched or moved. It is 
        essential that no one makes any comment to any external source or to anyone who may pass 
        this information on. 
 
       The Head teacher must be informed immediately and before anything other than emergency  
        treatment/ action is taken. The Estates Manager must also be informed. The Head teacher will  
        then decide how the situation will be handled and by whom. 
 
        Consideration needs to be given to: 
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            Information to: 
 

 Parents/relative 

 Governors 

 Other Staff/Students 

 Press via LEA 

 Health and Safety Executive 

 Police 
 
Post Traumatic Stress Counselling 

 
Reinstating the area- if appropriate 

 
Return to normal functioning of the school 

 
1.9.5   Emergencies on Visits Abroad 
 
              The same procedures as above need to be used. The Emergency contact named for the 
              visit must have personal contact details of all pupils and staff that are on the visit. It may  
              be necessary to involve the British Consulate of the country where the emergency  
              occurred. 
 
1.10.      Intruders on site 
 
1.10.1   Trespassers 
 
            Schools are not public places to which any member of the public is entitled to have access. 
            They are private places, and any person who enters without permission is a trespasser and  
            may be asked to leave. 
 
            If a trespasser is asked to leave and refuses, the police should be called and asked to 
            remove the trespasser. 
 
 1.10.2   School Security 
 
            All sites have camera security systems in place which cover all entrances. 
 
            All of our sites have many points of entry/exit. It is impossible to make the sites completely 
             secure. It is therefore essential that we are vigilant at all times. All visitors on site must 
             display their ID and or a visitor’s badge. Anyone not wearing a badge must be 
            accompanied by a member of staff at all times. Visitors must sign in and out at the office. 
 
             Staff who are alone MUST NOT challenge strangers but inform the office immediately, who  
            will seek support/advice and may call the police. Staff accompanied by other staff may feel 
            it appropriate to challenge strangers and escort them to the office. If not, report the 
            incident to the office immediately. 
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            Never put yourself at risk- seek help. 
 
 1.10.3 Meeting Parents 
 
            The majority of parents/ guardians that we meet are supportive, but a minority may not be.  
            If you are meeting a parent/ guardian whom you think may not be supportive, ensure a  
            second member of staff is present and arrange to meet in an office where help can quickly  
            be found.  
 
             If an aggressive parent/guardian arrives unannounced, ensure that a member of the SLT is 
             informed. Do not see the person- the member of SLT will aim to make an appointment to  
            discuss the concern at a mutually convenient time and/or ask the person to leave. 
 
 1.10.4    Harassment/ Abuse 
 
             All cases of harassment, alarm, distress, threatening, abuse or insulting behaviour to staff 
             or pupils must be reported and recorded. 
 
1.11      Lone Working  
 
             No member of staff should put themselves at risk by working alone or in remote areas of 
             the school, if this is unavoidable the person concerned should carry a mobile phone with 
             them in case of emergency. Staff should take the opportunity to communicate with site 
             staff/reception/co-workers of their presence in school and location. If working with a small 
             group of pupils out of school hours a second adult should always be present. 
 
1.12     Health 
 
1.12.1 First Aid 
 
             First Aid provision complies with the HSE Code of Practice and Guidance as required under  
              the Health and Safety (First Aid) Regulations 1981 
 
             A first Aid co-ordinator shall be appointed to manage First Aid provision across all the sites. 
             Their responsibilities will include the following; 

 First Aid training is recorded and reviewed regularly 

 First Aid Kits are fully stocked and checked regularly 

 First Aid signage is up to date 

 Accidents are reported correctly 
 
1.12.2 Trained Staff 
 
             Trained staff is listed in Appendix 3  
 
1.12.3 First Aid Kits 
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              First Aid boxes to conform to FAW requirements are located in the staffroom at Lower  
              and Upper School and Reception at the West Wing. ‘Snatch Boxes’ are located in each 
              office and Sixth Forms office room in the 6th form building. 
 
              First Aid Kits are also located in the NUCLEUS building, Technology areas and PE Offices.  
 
             ‘Bum Bag ‘or pouch kits are provided for all trips, off site activities and visits away from 
site. 
 
1.12.4    Reporting/recording of accidents 
 
               Accident books for employees and students are located indifferent locations. We have  
               responsibility under RIDDOR to report appropriate incidents direct to the Health & Safety 
               Executive.  The accident book for West Wing/Upper/6th form is kept in the Estate  
               Manager’s office, the accident book for Lower School/Nucleus is held at Lower School 
               reception. 
 
1.12.5     Head Injuries 
 
                The parents of any student who has a blow to the head, and does not require immediate 
                medical attention, will be informed of the incident in writing with instructions on what to 
                do if concerned or condition deteriorates. 
 
1.12.6      Administration of Medicines 
 
                 No medicine should be administered unless clear written instructions to do so have been 
                 received from the parents/guardians. A form is available for parents to complete. Any 
                 member of staff administering medicines is doing so voluntarily. 
 
                 All medicines must be clearly labelled with the child’s name, dosage, frequency and 
                 method of administration. Medicines will be stored in a locked cupboard in the school  
                 offices. Only the person named to administer the medicine may do so. Once 
                 administered details must be recorded. 
 
  1.12.7    Emergency Treatment 
 
                Students who may require emergency treatment due to a specific condition will have a  
                Health Plan drawn up in conjunction with the school nurse and parent. These plans will  
                be shared with staff that teach the student and displayed in the staff room (with approval  
                of parent and student). 
 
                Emergency medication, including inhalers, must be kept with the student at all times. 
 
1.12.8      School Visits 
 
                A trip medical form must be completed and signed by parents for all trips over 24hrs. 
                These highlight any pre existing medical conditions and give consent for emergency  
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                medical treatment to be obtained. One member of staff must be designated to issue  
                routine medication. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.12.9      Asthma 
 

 Parents of pupils who are diagnosed as asthmatic and provided with medication by a 
doctor to stabilise their condition must inform the school in writing and give details of 
medication prescribed 

 

 Staff will be informed of pupils diagnosed as asthmatic 
 

 Staff are to ensure pupils take medication with them when travelling off site for activities 
 
PUPILS MUST; 

 

 Carry their medication (usually an inhaler) with them at all times. 
 

 Leave spare medication in the appropriate school office, clearly marked with the pupils 
name and instructions for use. 
 

1.12.10 
 
          If a pupil suffers asthma attack staff should: 

 

 Place the pupil in the appropriate First Aid position. – Sat at a table, leaning forward 
supporting their chin with their hands, elbows resting on the table. 

 

 Ensure a good supply of clean fresh air 
 

 Keep calm and calm the pupil. 
 

 Allow the pupil to take any medication they may have with them. 
 

 If the situation doesn’t improve- phone the office and ask for a First Aider to attend 
your location 

 
   DO NOT 
 

 Walk the pupil to the medical room 
 

 Allow pupils to use each other’s medication. 
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1.13  Portable Appliance Testing 
 
1.13.1    A register of all portable electrical items is to be retained within the School.  
 
1.13.2    All items are to be tested on an annual basis by a suitably qualified person. 
                            
 
1.13.3 Any portable item of electrical equipment brought into School from home, donated as a 

gift, or purchased from a supplier, should be tested before it is used on the School 
premises. 

 
1.13.4 The School should ensure that all portable electrical equipment is checked once per 

annum. The portable appliance testing is carried out by a suitably qualified 
engineer/contractor. The results of the testing regime shall be maintained in an electronic 
form on a suitable ’drive’. Hard copies of the testing procedure shall be held by the Estate 
Manger 
 

1.14 Plant, Machinery and Equipment 
 
1.14.3 The Governors recognise that it may be required to seek specialist advise in determining 

the safety requirements for: 
   
  - Adequate and correct guarding of machinery 
  - General inspection of plant, machinery and equipment 
  - Storage of toxic substances, gases etc 
  - Disposal of toxic and other waste substances, materials, and equipment. 
                       -  Specialist extract systems – dust fumes etc.        
 
1.14.4 The Head of Faculty // Department will be responsible for carrying out periodical checks 

within their department, compiling risk assessments as appropriate. 
1.14.5 It is recognised that certain items of equipment and machinery require to be checked and 

certified on an annual basis. 
 
1.14.6 All Heads of Faculty / Departments will be responsible for defining safe systems of work for 

cleaning and maintaining machinery and equipment. 
 
1.15 Management of Display Screen Equipment (DSE) 
 
1.15.3 DSE users are those who within current legislation habitually uses display screen 

equipment for more than one hour at a time, and is reliant on the DSE for their work to be 
carried out. 

 
1.15.4 Assessments will be carried out on an annual basis in the form of a checklist completed by 

the user, and then reviewed by the Estates Manager. In conjunction with the Business 
Manager, a review will then take place to enable corrective measures to be undertaken. 
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1.15.5 The school recognises its responsibilities under the DSE regulations and will pay for an eye 
test where this is requested by an employee who is covered under the regulations. 

 
1.16 Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE ) and Clothing 
 
1.16.1 This will be provided by the School for use on appropriate occasions or in specified 

circumstances as identified through risk assessment. 
 
1.16.2 They are provided at no charge to the employees but personal items may be charged for in 

the event of damage or loss due to extreme negligence 
 
1.16.3 All employees are required to wear safety equipment provided for their work. 
 
1.16.4 Line Managers are required to assess all PPE for the task and for the individual for whom it 

is to be provided. It will be maintained and regularly tested where provided. 
 
1.17 Noise and Vibration 
 
1.17.1 The Governors recognise that there may be several problems experienced with 

noise and vibration. Heads of Faculty / Department will report all such cases and if  
required, specialist advice will be sought to monitor the hazard. 
 

1.18 Traffic Management 
 
1.17.1 All three school sites front on to busy roads, causing hazards for drivers and danger to 
            pedestrians as they exit or enter. 
 
1.17.2 Where possible pedestrian traffic will be separated from vehicle access ways. 
            At Lower School students must use the side pedestrian gates not the driveway. 
            At West Wing/Upper School students must, as far as practical avoid using the driveway and  
            use the main entrance to the West Wing to enter the building or the single pedestrian gate  
            and path to the Upper School as this avoids contact with vehicles. 
            At Lower School students are advised not to use the top car park by the Gym as a means of  
            leaving or entering the school premises. 
 
1.17.3 At the start, during and end of school days, teachers should be on duty to ensure  
             Pedestrians move safely across the roads. 
 
1.19 Child Protection 
 
1.19.1 The school has an effective safe guarding policy in place and is available on the ‘J’ drive and 

staff handbook for reference 
 
1.20 National Standards Design and Technology Association Standards (DATA) 
 
1.20.1 The Teacher Training Agency, together with The Design and Technology Association 

(DATA), has created a set of National Standards for Health and Safety Training in Design 
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and Technology for teachers and support staff. The school supports these standards and 
staff employed within the D&T faculty should have the recognised qualifications. 

 
 
1.21     Legionella Control and Monitoring 
 
1.21.1 A register of risk assessment for the testing and monitoring of sources of legionella is to  
            be maintained and records kept (available in Estate Managers office). 
 
1.22.2 A suitably qualified engineer/contractor shall undertake regular water sampling on a  
           minimum of a quarterly basis and maintain the Risk Assessment records at each point of    
           visit. 
 
1.21 Asbestos Management 
 
1.21.1 Maintain an Asbestos Register in accordance with the Control of Asbestos Regulations 

2012 
1.21.2 Prevent unnecessary exposure to asbestos products anyone using the school premises 
1.21.3 Provide access to the asbestos register for anyone working at the school premise 

electronically. This is available on the ‘W’ drive 
1.21.4 To employ suitable contractors to survey, report and remove hazardous asbestos material 

which may not be safely encapsulated on the premises. 
 
1.22 CCTV 
 
1.22.1 Maintain a system of CCTV cameras throughout the school premise  for the purpose of  

security, investigation and pupil safe guarding 
1.22.2 To use the CCTV footage for the purpose of security review, accident or incident  

Investigation and to record and store material so used for this purpose. 
 

 
Appendix 2 
 
Names of appropriate people with specific Health and Safety Responsibilities 
 
Head teacher                                                Overall responsibility 
 
Business Manager                                          Health & Safety Strategy and Compliance, Support staff      
 
Estates Manager    Health and Safety Officer, Site  

and Contractors, Caretakers/cleaners 
 

Head of Sixth Form    Sixth Form 
 
Assistant Head teacher   School Visits  
 
Head of Science Faculty  Science Faculty 
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Head of Drama Dept.  Drama Dept. 
 
Head of P.E.  P.E. Dept. 
 
Assistant Head teacher   Work Experience 
 
Reprographics Technician  Reprographic Room and environment 
 
Head of DT Faculty  Technology Faculty 
 
Chef/Manager  Kitchens & environs inc. Health & Hygiene 
 
Lettings Manager  West Wing & Hiring Venues 
 
Head of Performing Arts  Auditorium 
 
First Aid Coordinator                                       To be agreed      
 
Union Representative                                      To be agreed   
 
Appendix 3 
 
List and Location of First Aid Trained Staff * List in process of being updated 
 
*Lower School 
 
Lyn Price, Rob Holbrook, Cathy Shail, Charlene Whitemore, 
Liz Cordero, Paul Keen, Rob Wilce, Mandy Edwards, Laura Leach 
 
*NUCLEUS Building 
 
Sue Smith, Alison Greenslade, Christine Shore, Liz Cordero 
 
*Upper School/West Wing/6th Form 
 
Kay Carpenter, Sue Long, Hilary Stubbs, Verity Stevens, Dave Easterlow, Ian Goodridge, Julie  
Saunders, 
 


